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Abstract 
A neutron spin echo (NSE) spectrometer with perpendicular magnetic field 

to the neutron scattering plane, using an iron yoke type electro-magnet has been 
developed. A combination of cold neutron guider, supermirror neutron polarizer 
of double reflection type and supermirror neutron analyser was adopted for the 
spectrometer. The first application of the NSE spectrometer to neutron optics 
by passing Larmor processing neutrons through gas, solid and liquid materials 
of several different lengths which ate inserted in one of the precession field have 
been examined. Preliminary NSE spectra of this sample geometry are discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The main features of conventional neutron spin echo (NSE) spectroscopy1) in 
quasi-elastic neutron scattering when the sample is located between the two spin pre
cession fields of neutrons : (i) Energy resolution and monochromation are in principle 
decouped, resulting in good neutron economy, (ii) Direct information of NSE signal b 
S(q,t), Fourie integral of usual scattering law S(q,u/). 
Neutron spin echo appears when the numbers of the Larmor precession, No and Ni, 
before and after the r spin flipper are equal. The number the Larmor precession can 
be scanned by the field scanning of the second precession field. The change of neutron 
speed before and after a sample is proportional to the shift of the echo field. The 
generalised resultant change in the numbers of the Larmor precessions before and after 
the scattering for non-identical field integrals is1) 

where 7^=2.916 kHz/Oe is the Larmor precession constant for neutrons /and H refer 
to the field lengths and fields, V is the neutron velocity, and the subscript 0 and 1 refer 
to the situation before and after the scattering. 

Now we consider new spinecho geometry, when a sample is inserted in one of the 
neutron precession fields. This geometry is just the same as neutron spin interferometry 
proposed by Baryshevskii2). Neutrons passing through a refracting material would 
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Abstract 

A neut.ron spin echo (NSE) spectrometer witb perpendic・la.rmqnetic field 
to the neutron sca.Uering pla.ne， ulling a.n iron yoke type electro-mqnet h&l b関凪

developed. A combina.tion of cold neutron guider， lupermirror ueutrou pola.rIler 
of double reftection type a.nd lIuperminor neutron a.na.1yller wu a.dop馳d(or tlt.e 
spedrometer. The first a.pplica.tion of the NS~ IIP配 trometer&0 neutroa op&i'四
by pUlling Larmor precelllling neutronll through g&l， lIolid a.nd liq岨idma'胞ri叫，
of lIevera.l different. lengths which a.re inllert.ed in one of t.he prec回sioaleld kli時
been exa.mined. Prelimina.ry NSE speclra. o(山.IIaa.mple ~回metr)' ue diac ... “-

1 INTRODUCTION 

The main features of conventiona1 neutron spin echo (NSE) spectroscopyl) in 
qu舗 i-el槌 ticneutron sca.ttering when the s叩 l，leis located between the two spin ~

cession fields of neutrons : (i) Energy resolution祖 dmonochromation are in prinaple 

decoup吋， resulting in good neutron economy. (誼)Dir託 tinformatioD of NSE 5Ignal is 
S(q，t)， Fourie integral of usual scattering law S(q，ω). 
Neutron spin echo appears when the numbers of the Larmor pr，舵関SiOD，No踊 dN .. 
before and after the 11" spin flipp'""r.町eequa1. The number the L町morpreo国 siODC組

be sca.nned by the field ~'=祖ning 01' the second pr舵開ionfield. The change of鵬 utr，咽

speed before胡 dafter a sample is proportional to the shift of the舵 hofield. The 
generali.c;ed res1l1tant change in the numbers of the L町 morpr舵 e関 iODSbefore and柿 er

the scattering for non-identical field integrals is1) 

γ'L r 'oHo I.Hd 
oN =Nn-N， =ートーーーーl

V _.. 2πL vo v， J 、.E
，--a 

，a
・、

whereγL=2.916 kHz/Oe is the Larmor prece田ionconst踊 tfor neutrons 'and H refer 
to the field lengths and制 ds，V is the neutron velocity， and the subscript 0 a.nd 1 refer 
to the situation before and alter the scattering. 

Now we consider new spinecho geometry， when a sample is in健 rtedin on.e of the 
neutron precession自elds.This geometry is just the same掴 neutronspin interferometry 
prop伺 edby Baryshevskii2>. Neutrons p踊 singthrough a r宅島actingmateria1駒叫d
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change their speed proportional to the refractive index of neutrons. Then, the number 
of Lamor precessing neutrons passing through material changes and the change of 
neutron speed can be detected as a shift of the echo point. A refractive index of 
neutrons through material is characterized by the optical potential V = (2xh2/m)N,b, 
where Np is nuclear density and b is coherent length. Then, 

n ± 1~E±~E ( 2 ) 

where E and /i are kinetic energy and magnetic moment of neutron, respectively; the 
minus sign corresponds to the spin orientation along the field B. Since (n — 1) is pro
portional to A2, longer the wavelength easier to detect the effects of refractive index. 

it would not be so simple, when we consider forward scattering by polycrystal or 
liquid. Multiple scattering process in polycrystal would change path length of neutrons 
for forward scattering even if wavelength is longer than the Bragg cut off wavelength 
of the material. NSE phase is very sensitive to the change of neutron path. In case 
of liquid, forward scattered neutrons would exchange energy with density fluctuation 
mode in liquid even if q=0. So the NSE spectra through gas, single crystal, polycrystal 
or liquid in one of the precession field would have variety. We have examined such 
cases. 

A combination of cold neutron guide tube, supermirror neutron polariser of double 
reflection type and supermirror neutron analyser whose devices have been developed 
by us 3 ' is very effective for NSE spectroscopy of long wavelength. Moreover, NSE spec
trometer with vertical magnetic field using iron yoke has following characteristics; very 
low stray magnetic field outside of the electromagnet, wide angle covering of scattered 
neutron detection, and the perpendicular condition between neutron scattering vector 
and the magnetic field at the sample position. 

2 TRANSVERSE FIELD NSE-SPECTROMETER 

The schematic lay-out of the KUR-NSE spectrometer at the CN2 cold neutron 
guide tube in the Kyoto University Reactor(5MW) is shown in Fig. 1. The supermirror 
neutron polariser of double reflection type of which pairs are assembled in a Soller type, 
can provide collimated monochromatic polarised beam with 6X/X ~ 10% and without 
A/2 component. Magnetic supermirrors are made of FeCo-Ti or FeCo-V multilayers 
with varying spacings from 70 Ato 90 A. The wavelength of neutrons can be varied 
by changing the scattering angle of monochromator and the angle of double reflection 
from 4 Ato 10 A with wavelength resolution of 10%. 
Vertical magnetic fields are provided by electromagnets with iron-core, all of which 
have the same cross-sectional figure shown in Fig. 2. 
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change their speed proportional to the refr配 tiveindex of neutrons. Then， the number 
of Lamor precessing neutrons p踊 singthrough material changes snd the ch踊，geof 
neutrol1 speed can be detected掴 ashift of the echo point. A refractive index of 
neutrons through material is characterized by the optica1 potential V = (2賓が/m)N，b.
where N p is nuclear density and b is coherent length. Then， 

2 _.  v μB 
土 =1-ー士一一E-E 。}

where E and μ紅 'ekinetic energy and magnetic moment of neutron， r儲 pectively;the 
minus sign corresponds to the spin orientation along the field B. Since (n -1) is pro-
portiona1 to >.2， longer the wavelength easier to detect the e置ectso{ re{ractive inde払

lt would not be so simple， when we consider forward scattering by polycrystal or 
liquid. Multiple scattering process in polycrysta1 would change path length of neutrolll 
for forw町 dscattering even if wavelength is longer than the Bragg cut ofl' wavelel1lth 
of the material. NSE phaae is very 8ensitive to the change of neutron pa.th. 10 ca鵬
of iiquid， forward scattered neutrons would exchange energy柄拘 densityftuctuatioo 
mode in liquid even if q=O. so the NSE sp町 trathrough gaa， single crystal， poIycry.t・1
or liquid in one of the precession field would have v町 iety.We have examined ・uch
caaes. 

A combination of cold neutron guide tube， supermirror neutron polariser of double 
reflection type and supermirror neutron回a1yserwb儲 edevic儲 havebeen developed 
by us3) is very effective for NSE spectroscopy of long wavelength. MorωiVer， NSE spec-
trometer with vertical magnetic field using iron yoke h踊あllowingchar配信risti偲;very 
low stray magnetic field outside of the electromagnet， wide組 gleco'鴨 ringof民 attered
neutron detection， and the perpendicular condition between neutron民副総ring棺 C句E

and the magnetic field at the sample p偶 ition.

2 TRANSVERSE FIELD NSE・SPECTROMETER

The schematic lay-out of the KUR-NSE spectrometer at the CN2 cold neutrOll 
g叫detube in the Kyoto University Re制 or(5MW)is shown in Fig. 1. The supermirror 
neutron polariser of double reflω，ion type of which 凶 rsare欄 embledin a Soller type， 
C組 providecollimated monochromatic polarised beam with 6>./λ 何 10"Uld without 
>'/2 component. Magnetic super凶.rrorsare made of FI必かTior FeCo-V m叫tilayers
with varying spacings from 70 Ato卯 A.The wavelength of neutro， 間 制 bevuied 
by changing the scattering angle of monochromator and the angIe of d側 ble問自民tiOll
from 4 Ato 10 A with wavelength r，帽。，lutionof 10". 
Vertical magnetic fields are provided by electromagnets with iron-core， .. 1 of which 
have the 8ame cr，伺s-sectionalfigure .hown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.]. Layout of the transverse field NSE spectrometer. In the present experiments a 
sample is inserted in one of the precession field. 

Fig.2. Cross-sectional view of electromagnet with extra-pole pieces improving the field 
homogeneity. 

The inhomogeneity of relative field integral, 6D/D along the paths of neutrons is an 
important factor in determining the maximum field H m c t utilisable in a spin echo 
instrument. In order to reduce the field integral inhomogeneity lower than 10~*, the 
field distribution along vertical direction in the magnet is improved by adding extra-
pole piece so as the maximum field strength to occur at the middle height of magnetic 
gaps. 

In order to adjust the magnetic field of the two JT/2 neutron spin turners and IT 
spin turner coils of Rekveld-type (three dimensional arbitrary field adjustable coil), all 
currents of three directional coils were digitally scanned automatically. 
The KUR-NSE machine arms of the first precession magnet and the second precession 
magnet can rotate freely around the polariser table and the sample table automatically. 
Summary of designed parameters of KUR-NSE spectrometer are listed in Table 1. 

The energy resolution of NSE spectrometer is determined by the maximum observ
able NSE field integral. The maximum observable NSE field is depend on not only the 
inhomogeneity of the field integral but also the resolution of monochromatic neutron 
beam. So it is necessary to simulate the NSE patterns for the given conditions. The 
simulation has been carried out following the Komura's matrix analysis*). In table I, 
the resolution parameters of the KUR-NSE are given. 
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Fig.1. Layout of the transverse field NSE spectrometer. In the present experimeats a 
sample is inserted in one of the precession field. 
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Fig.2. Cross-sectional view of electromagnet with extra.-pole pi，舵国 improvia，the field 
homogeneity. 

The inhomogeneity of relative field integral， 6D/D along the paths of neutrons is細

~mportant factor in determining the maximum field HIII~ uti6sable in a spin舵恥

instrument. In order to reduce the field integral inhomogeneity lower than lO-t 
t the 

field distribution along vertical direction in the magnet is improved by adding慌 tra-

pole piece so箇 themaximum field strength to occur at the middle height of magnetic 
gaps. 

In order to adjust the magnetic field of the twoげ2n~utron spi.n turne同組d宥

spin turner coils of Rekveld-type (three dimensional arbitrary field adjustable coo)， ..1 
currents of three directional coils were digitally scanned automatical'y. 
The KUR-NSE m配 hinearr悶 ofthe first precession magnet and the 5'町。，ndprec，僧sion
magnet can rotate freely around the polariser table and the sample table副 Itomatically.
Summary ofd鴎 ignedparameters of KUR・NSEsp既知ometerare 1isted. inτ、ble1. 
The energy resolution of N8E spectrometer is determined by the m呼mumobserv. 

able NSE field integral. The maximum observable NSE field is depend on n'叫。叫ytlte 
inhomogeneity of the field integral but also the resolution of monochromatic neutl'Olt 
beam. 80 it is necessary to simulate the NSE patterns for the given conditions. The 
simulation h踊 beencarried out following the Komura's matrix鍋 alysist).In table 1， 
the r偲 olutionpar副netersof the KUR・NSEare given. 
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Table 1. Summary of the resolution parameters of the KUR-NSE 

magnetic field integral 
incident wavelength of neutron 
turn number of Larmor precession 
Fourier time 

D 
X 
N 
t 

0.12 Tm 
5.7 A 
5043 
4.14nsec 

spectral resolution 
energy resolution 

AE= 
*E= 

=h/t 
•2SD-E/D 

159neV 
1/xeV 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A N D DISCUSSIONS 

First of all we have examined forward scattering through 90 cm of hydrogen 
gas set in one of the precession magnet. Figure 3(a) shows comparison of NSE signals 
observed through hydrogen gas and air, when turn numbers of Larmor precession 
Nj=1681. The incoherent scattering of the hydrogen gas scattered about 30 % of 
incident neutrons but the pattern of NSE signal through air agreeed well with that of 
the hydrogen gas, which is multipled by a factor 1.32. Similar experiment was carried 
out through 40 cm long Si single crystal in one of the precession magnet for the number 
of Larmor precessions N 4 0 cm=840. Though the transmission probability of neutron 
through the Si crystal is 42 %, the NSE signal without sample is well reproduced by 
the normalized signal through the Si crystal. The NSE signal through Be polycrystal of 
16 cm long with and without sample are compared in Fig. 4 a) and b) for Af4oem=84Q. 
The agreement of normalised signals between with and without samp'e is rather well 
except small width change of the envelope and polarization though the transmission 
probability is 20 %. The variation of polarization and width of the envelope of NSE 
signals against thickness of Be metal are plotted in Fig 4 c) and d). 
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Fig.3. a) NSE signals through air and H 2 gas 
of 80 cm long are compared, for turn num- crystal of 40 cm long set in one of the pieces 
ber of Larmor precessions, JV80cm=1681 and sion magnet for tf4ocm=840 and A=5.7 A, 
neutron wavelength A=5.7 A. 
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Table 1. Summary 01 the resolution parameters 01 the l(UR-NSE 

magnetic field integral 
incident wavelength of neutron 
tum number of Larmor precession 
Fourier time 
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N 5043 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

First of all we have examined forward scattering through 90 cm of hydrogen 
g槌 setin one of the prece副onmagnet. Figure 3( a) shows comparison of NSE signals 
observed through hydrogen g踊 andair， when turn numhers of Larmor prl町制ion
N1=1681. The incoherent scattering of the hydrogen gas scattered about 30 % of 
incident neutrons but the pattern of NSE signa1 through air agreeed well with that of 
the hydrogen g踊， which is multipled by a f，蹴tor1.32. Similar experiment was carried 
out through 40 cm long Si single crystal in one of the precession magnet for the number 
of Larmor precessions N40cm=840. Though the transmission probability of neutron 
through the Si crystal is 42 %， the NSE signal without sample is well reproduced by 
the normalized signal through the Si crysta1. The NSE signal through Be polycrystal of 
16 cm long with and without sample are compared in Fig. 4 a)祖 db) for N4Ocra=8伺.

The agreement of normalised signals between with and without samp:e is rather well 
except smaU width change of the envelope and polarization though the transmi槌 ion
probability is 20 %. The variation of polarization and width of the enveiope of NSE 
signals against thickness of Be metal are plotted in Fig 4 c) and d). 
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On the other hand, transmitted NSE signal through liquid D aO of 25 mm long 
showed remarkable change of pattern in NSE signal for the transmission probabiUty of 
20 % which is the same value of 16 cm Be polycrystal, as shown in Fig. S b). We can 
find apparent difference in the NSE signals through the polycrystal and liquid. NSE 
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signal through 5cm long of liquid DjO showed a completely destroyed echo pattern. 
For q=0 limit, the scattering in liquid correspond to density fluctuation and the NSE 
signal would give information of quasielastic scattering function S(0,t). it is important 
to try the q=0 NSE experiment for liquid metal because light scattering can not be 
used. 

Refractive indices for Si and Be metals are 2xl0~ s and 5xl0~ s , respectively for 
A=5.7 A. The stability of precession field for a week was worse than 1 x 10~s so the 
presice refractive index could not be determined in this experiment. But we have 
observed an effect of multiple scattering for Be polycrystal with increasing thickness of 
the sample. And for liquid D 2 0 NSE signal showed apparent decrease of polarisation 
due to a quasielastic scattering at q=0 with increasing sample thickness. 
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signaJ through Scm long of Iiquid 030 showed a completely destroyed ecbo p.叫tern.
For q=O limit， the scattering in liquid correspond to density ftuduation副 dtbe NSE 
signaJ would gi ve information of qu槌 iel笛 tic8cattering function S(O，t). 1t is import回 t
to try the q=O NSE experiment for Iiquid metaJ because light scaUering CIUl not be 
used. 

Refractive indices for Si組 dBe metals are 2xl0-5 and 5xl0-5， r舗 pectivelyfor 
).=5.7 A. The stability of precession field for a week w槌 worsethan 1 x 10-5同 the
presic~ refractive index could not be determined in this experiment. 8ut we have 
observed an effect of multiple scattering for Be polycrystaJ with increasing thiclmes. of 
the sample. And for liquid 020 NSE signal showed apparent decre踊:eof polarization 
due to a qu踊 ielasticscattering at q=O with increasing sample thick回目s.
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